Brief Synopsis
Not Since the Toothbrush
Not Since the Toothbrush is the story of Robert Durso is a true, modern-day story. Although it chronicles an

unusual childhood and the problems and challenges he faces throughout his life and career, it is undeniably one
of the funniest tales that could be imagined, like only true stories can be.
Aussie Robbie Durso is the shortest and fattest kid in grammar school and the target of the school bullies. When
his divorced father remarries, Robbie and his siblings have to go it alone in the family house. Robbie takes
advantage of the situation and becomes legendary as the most notorious truant in his school's history. At
fourteen, Robbie is drinking, smoking, chasing girls and rarely attending school. The short, fat kid grows ten
inches in one year and becomes a semi-professional footballer playing a brief time for the elite St. Kilda's team.
After a serious knee injury Robbie drops out of school and football, and becomes a successful businessman. He's
the very image of the ideal man—married with three kids and earning a great living, despite his rough beginnings.
Robbie has a terrible shaving rash and accidentally discovers healthy and simple skin cleaning process using just
water and his invention, that he is certain everyone in the world will have someday—just like the toothbrush! His
passion to drive his invention becomes an obsession.
But Robbie becomes tempted by a beautiful young Russian girl who has a past of her own and his life
is in turmoil once again. There is credible evidence that his invention is an innovation and has the potential to
make millions because every business partner he has tries to steal it away from him while he is out cavorting
with his Russian beauty.

For more information about Robbie’s invention, please visit:
Youtube latest commercial: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pm5yZJ8qBug
Rob Durso description : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXkQNaILG7o
International TV recognition : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEhSVVj9RCo
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